
 
Introduction 
Converting an image to monochrome reduces an image of millions of colours to 256 shades of 
grey, which is about all that the human eye can see anyway. Ansel Adams described tonal zones 
within this, and it is useful to think about these zones who crafting your monochrome image.


When looking at an image, the brain processes the image in a specific order:


 This is why monochrome images can be much more powerful than colour images.
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Monochrome conversion 
Many techniques



1. Desaturating the image 
(a) Using the desaturate slider in ACR


(b) Changing image mode to grayscale in Photoshop


(c) Using the desaturate slider in the Hue/Saturation adjustment layer in Photoshop


	 

These methods create a monochrome image. However, they give you no control over the tones 
within the image.
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2. Profiles and presets in ACR 
(a) B&W profiles in ACR





	 


	 Profiles are an interpretation of the RAW image (don’t move sliders)




(b) B&W presets in ACR and Lightroom


	 Presets are applied AFTER the RAW file is interpreted (does move sliders)
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3. Black &W adjustment layer in Photoshop 

This adjustment layer does provide some control of 
tones, by altering the colour sliders. It still works by just 
desaturating the colours, though.


4. Twin Hue/saturation adjustment layers in Photoshop 
(a) Create a Hue/Saturation layer and move the Saturation slider all the way to the left to 

desaturate the image.

(b) Create another Hue/Saturation layer UNDERNEATH the first layer and change the 

blend mode to Color.

(c) Alter the tones of various colours by using the hue, saturation and lightness sliders of 

the master channel or the different colour channels. Use the eyedropper tool to alter 
the tone of a particular colour.
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This layer blend mode is Color



5. Gradient map adjustment layer in Photoshop 
	 The gradient map layer maps colours to tones, rather than desaturating them. This 	 	
	 therefore suggests that getting your colours right in your image might be a good idea 	 	
	 when using this adjustment layer. The gradient map is determined by the colours in your 	
	 palette, usually black and white (but could be any colours). You may need to use the 	 	
	 reverse button. Use the dither button if you are getting a moire effect on areas of solid 	 	
	 colour (eg skies).


(a) The gradient map on its own.

(b) Gradient map wqith a B&W adjustment layer, set to Luminosity blend mode.





(c) Gradient map with a B&W adjustment layer, set to Luminosity blend mode. 
 
The red filter in the Presets dropdown menu 
enhances skies and the blue filter highlights 
yellow ie the opposites on the colour wheel.
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This layer blend mode is Luminosity

This layer blend mode is Luminosity



(d) Gradient map with two Curves adjustment layers:

(i) Lighten layer with black mask

(ii) Darken layer with black mask


	 	 Paint light and shadows with white brush on mask. Use Opacity and Blendif to 		
	 	 protect light and dark areas (darken areas where lines meet).
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e) Gradient maps with Solid black layer in Photoshop


	 	 Start with a solid layer opacity of 75%, paint with black on the white mask, and use 
	 	 blendif to protect tones as necessary.


6. The Channel mixer in Photoshop 
(a) Create a channel mixer adjustment layer

(b) Tick monochrome box

(c) Move the RGB sliders: ensure that you keep the total to 100%


7. Take a smart object back to ACR 
	 Add a second ACR profile and use the ASCR adjustments. Or stack even more!


Tone and contrast 
Remember, you can use all the skills that you learned in the Painting with Light workshop to 
develop your image further.


How to alter contrast

• Global contrast (the larger dark and light areas) - contrast slider, dehire slider

• Local contrast (the smaller dark and light areas) - clarity slider

• High contrast (near the brightest area) - texture slider
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Luminosity masks 
These are masks based on luminance ie the bright or dark areas in an image. They allow 
manipulation of tones in a very focussed way within an image. There are several ways of 
producing them: all the methods are rather fiddly, though you could create an action to make 
them.


LUMINOSITY MASKS FROM CHANNELS IN PHOTOSHOP 

(a) Go to the Channels tab and Cmd-click or Ctrl-click on the thumbnail of the RGB layer. This 
creates a selection of the highlights in the image.


(b) Click on the mask icon at the bottom of the panel (save selection as channel) which creates 
a new channel called Alpha 1 - rename this layer Highlights 

 

(c) WIth the selection still visible on the image, hold down Cmd-Option-Shift or Ctrl-Alt-Shift 
then click on the thumbnail of the Highlights channel. This creates a smaller selection of the 
even brighter areas in the image. Save this as as channel and rename it Brights.


(d) Repeat the process a third time, save the channel and rename it Very bright.




You now have 3 highlights channels.





(e) Reselect the highlights selection by Cmd-click or Ctrl-
click on the highlights thumbnail. Then invert this 
selection by Shift-Cmd-I or Shift-Ctrl-I. Click the mask 
icon to create a new channel and rename this 
Shadows.


(f) Refine the selection a further twice by holding down 
Cmd-Option-Shift or Ctrl-Alt-Shift then click on the 
thumbnail of the Shadows channel. Rename these 
layers Darks and Very dark.


You now have 3 highlights channels and 3 shadows

Channels. 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(g) Now create a midtones selection by subtracting the highlights and shadows channels from 
the whole image. Cmd-A or Ctrl-A to select the whole image, then click on the Highlights and 
Shadows channels while holding down Cmd-Opt-Shift or Ctrl-Alt-Shift. Click on OK if a 
warning dialog box appears. Then click the mask icon to create a new channel and rename 
this channel Midtones.


(h) Finally, click on the RGB channel to restore the original image on the screen.


To use these channels as selections, Cmd-click or Ctrl-click on the channel that you wish to make 
a selection of, go back to the layers panel, then create a Curves adjustment layer. A mask will 
automatically be produced. You could also use these masks on a dodge and burn layer to restrict 
your alterations to just certain areas.


There are several other ways to create luminosity masks. There are also panels such as Raya Pro 
which essentially do all these steps for you. TK actions has a simple free panel - http://
goodlight.us/panels-and-videos.html - though to get the most out of luminosity masks you need 
to understand how they work.


Brad Cheek www.bradverts.co.uk July 2019 
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